I believe there should be a contribution from all land owners either rural or residential in LLS zonings. Those in rural towns could contribute through a levy on LGA rates. Pest animals e.g rabbits cannot differentiate between a rural or residential land area. Similarly, there should be no exemptions for Cane Growing Properties or any other primary industry as pest animals can also invade those holdings.

I support rating down to 2 hectare holdings.

However, there should not be one holding, one vote. That is a holding of 1,000 hectares and 2 hectares should not have equal voting rights. All should pay a levy for Cattle Ticks if all are required to pay a Locust Levy. This has been a long term impost on some producers. Some areas of the state never experience locusts, but all pay the levy. Therefore all State should pay Cattle Tick Levy.

Thank You for opportunity to contribute.